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Principles Controlling Boundaries and Their Application

to the Development of Some jf the European States

300 B.C. - 1928 A.D.

This thesis deals with the development of European

boundaries from the earliest records through the World War.

It is an attempt to explain the principles of boundaries as

understood at the present time, and to apply these prin-

ciples to a specific section of the world - Europe. The

main problem is to show how boundaries tend to be natural

ones through the years; those which are natural tending

to be more lasting than those which are not.

To show this development of European boundaries it

becomes necessary to deal with particular sections of the

continent of Europe. Geographically Europe may be divided

into sections with comparative ease, and we shall deal with

these sections or areas as distinct geographic units.

European boundaries naturally have developed and

changed through the ages. Boundaries were first established

between the Greek City-States. These boundaries are a part

of history and were based on geography. Thus at the very

beginning of the history of Europe there existed a relation

between history and geography.

This relation of history to geography is a most

important one. Miss Semple, in her chapter on geographic

factors in history quotes Herder as saying that ’’History
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Is Geography set into motion" and adds that what is today
1 .

a fact of geography becomes tomorrow a factor of history.

History, in its broadest sense, is man's past and the story

of man's institutions. Geography cannot be expected to

explain all history, but it often does influence historic

events and frequently is a fundamental factor in determining

them. Geography shows the relation of man to his environ-

ment, and the influence of this environment upon him is

very important to history. Physical factors have exercised

great influence in the story of man and will probably

continue to do so. History is related to geography in that

they both deal with like subjects, one dependent upon the

other to a greater or lesser extent. No distribution of

peoples can be explained without reference to a map of

physical geography. But human works are the products of

centuries of growth, so the geographer must turn to history
2 .

to gain more than a superficial knowledge of them.

Because of this close relation between geography and

history, this Thesis must consider both in the study of

boundaries which are based on physical facts usually, but

dependent on the political expansion of the States they

1. Semple, Influences of Geographic Environment , P.ll

2. Wright, Geographical Basis of European History, P.4
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bound. Europe is probably one of the most complex areas in

the world in the pattern of its political systems. Just

how much the divisions between these political entities

are determined by the physical character of the land, the

climate, the soil, and the vegetation on this soil will be

shown in the study of the geography of this region.

The principles determining boundaries and Natural

Provinces may be reviewed before dealing with particular

areas. A boundary is defined as that which indicates or

fixes a limit or extent, that which makes a bound, as of a

territory; a bounding or separating line. This line may be

the boundary of the property of one man, the boundary

around a village, city, or state. Boundaries of states are

our principle concern and will be chiefly discussed here.

Such a boundary may be natural or artificial. Natural

boundaries are those determined by physical features, and

a Natural Province exists when a section of land has

boundaries which are completely natural. A Natural

Province is thus a geographic entity such as Great Britain.

Artificial boundaries may or may not actually follow

physical features. These are man-made lines such as lines

of clans and property, lines of latitude and longitude

and surveyor* s lines. An example of such a boundary is

found between Russia and Finland north of the 68 degree

parallel

.
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Boundaries have developed through the years from

relatively few and simple lines to numerous and complex

ones. In primitive times the boundaries between men were

waste zones. These waste boundaries between people pre-

vented friction in early times, and safeguarded them

against attack. These zones were areas where no one lived,

but if they were at all favorable an alien people often

intruded and took up their life between the two original

occupants of the land. If these areas were not favorable

for habitation the result was better because they then

acted as barriers and did not become thickly populated.

This wide and neutral border zone changes gradually to

the use of a line as found in present political states.

In this gradual change war often results when two countries

claim the waste zone between them. Even after boundaries

become lines rather than zones, war may arise to change

the boundaries, and the new boundaries resulting from war

may be as unsatisfactory as the old ones, or even worse.

After a war boundaries are often settled on the basis of a

study of maps, but often these agreements do not conform

to geographic factors and this leads to further controversy.

In Europe such artificial boundaries have often caused

trouble. Boundaries are very difficult to determine at

any time, but as a country becomes more and more populated,

the difficulties are increased until now it is next to
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Impossible to find boundaries which suit all the parties

involved. This was shown to be true at the end of the

World War, and there are danger spots in Europe now which

are caused by boundaries considered unsatisfactory by the

people whose territory they bound , or by their neighbors.

In the study of the development of boundaries it thus appears

that in primitive times boundaries are broad and not fixed.

These boundaries are determined by geographic factors,

frequently such physical features as seas and mountains

which may hinder the migrations of people. Even in

Medieval Times there were the "Marches" - broad belts of

territory, sparsely settled, which separated two states

where the need for rigid boundaries was not felt. In

Modern Times density of population necessitates rigid

boundaries.

Geographic features often determine characteristics

of peoples, and physical boundaries often definitely

separate them, people themselves, located in a specific

place because of geographic factors, become barriers by

their resistance to new people coming into contact with

them, and society might be said to be more deeply rooted

in the land than is a state. Any group of people settling

in one area tend to become attached to it, and claim it

as their own. Prom this center they tend to migrate in

various directions until they come into contact with a





group nearby. A city may next appear and fix its boundaries

to separate it from neighboring towns. Thus boundaries

are used in this way for the delimitation of various areas

from the smallest to the largest. States frequently arise

from the grouping of cities together under one government.

The most important political unit to have a boundary is a

state, and the extent of this political entity is determined

by the character of its people and its governmental policy.

States are always growing or declining in power, and so

boundaries are ever changing throughout history.

The development of modern boundaries is a process

originating in barriers first provided by nature and

subsequently modified by man. All areas, of course, have

more or less fixed limits, and are separated from one another

by some sort of a line, natural or man-made. These boundaries

may have great strategic importance which may represent the
3.

difference between security and invasion. Such strategic

boundaries, determined by physical features are geographic

factors of the utmost importance. They are not only of

strategic importance, but al30 direct the movements and

ultimate distribution of mankind. Natural barriers like

mountains, deserts, swamps, and seas have frequently

determined the direction of the migration of peoples, the

area of settlement, the development of states, and the

3. Huntington & Carlson, The Geograpsic Basis of Society , P . 524
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direction of national expansion. Rivers also tend to

obstruct or to open highways according to whether

navigation is in a primitive or an advanced stage. These

natural features, finally, have a great deal of influence

in determining the territory which people are likely to

occupy, and the boundaries which separate them from their

neighbors

.

The first natural boundary to be considered is that

of an ucean, a Sea or Lake w a large body of water. These

are the most definite of all boundaries, and have been so

through all time. An ocean is an absolute boundary, as is

a sea if it is large enough. Even the best land boundaries,

mountains, have their passes and breaks permitting people

to get through them; but the ocean is continuous, and,

until navigation progresses to a high stage of development,

is an absolute barrier to the movement of people. For this

reason the coastline of a country is almost always its

political frontier, and very rarely is any political entity

found to incorporate in its territory lands across the sea.

It may gain territoy across an ocean or sea, but this area

is usually held as a colony. Even a small body of water

such as a lake may hold two areas apaet and be used as the

boundary between them. Lake Constance was early used a3

such a boundary, and is at present.

The boundaries of Islands are also easily determined.
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since they are situated in bodies of water. If near enough

to a mainland, they become incorporated in its territoy,

but if far enough away they usually become independent.

Inaccessibility may or may not lead to independence,
4.

according to the size of the island. Islands are separate

physical areas, and may also become separate politically.

The security of an island increases with its size, the

efficiency of its government in naval warfare, and its

degree of isolation. Great Britain, though not isolated

to any great degree, showed enough isolation to separate

it definitely from the mainland of Europe, snd only at

one time in history was it united with its nearest neighbor,

Prance

.

Mountains are also used as boundaries for states and

peoples. Indeed, the line of the sea is the only physical

feature used more often than mountains to indicate a

political limit. Mountains are inaccessible and so tend to

drive away population. The conditions of life on mountains

are harsh so that lowlands they divide attract people in

migration and settlement because they offer an easier life.

Pigh and massive mountain systems are the most effective

land barriers, and offer resistance to settlers for a long

time.

4.Peattie, New College Geography, P.426
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Mountains become important as areas and not boundaries

when they receive enough of a population to form the nucleus

of a state. To the mountain area i3 added some territory

around the base of the mountains by conquest or union. The

population of such a mountain atea then proeeed to use thfcir

position, and sain allies by granting safe passage through

their territory. Medieval Burgundy was such a buffer state.

Navarre controlled the important ^assway around the western

end of the Pyrenees in the late Middle Ages, so this was a

buffer state. Switzerland is one now because it controls
5.

the passes in the Alps. On the whole, however, political

unity is slow to develop in mountain regions.

The barrier character of mountains is of the greatest

importance to the distribution of man and his activities.

At the base of mountains, where the bold relief begins, is

always a piedmont region of hilly surface but gentle grade,

at whose upper margin every movement of man is forcibly

checked. The political frontier may be fixed at the edge

of this piedmont zone first by the people who spread up

to it where conditions are favorable along the base of these

mountains. Later, to secure a more effective boundary,

they may advance it to the crest of the ridge.

5. Semple, Influences of Geographic Environment, P.523
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Uther structural features being the same, mountains

are barriers according to their height. Uld, worn-down

mountains, like the Ural - broad as they are - have been

less effective obstacles than the towering crests of the

Alps or the Caucasus. The form of the elevation is also

of importance. Easy slopes and flat or rounded summits make

regions easier to cross than narrow ridges with high

escarpments. Mountains of plateau form, though they may

be at great altitude, are used by people more often, even

having a regular nomadic population in summer. Also

mountains may not be eaually accessible from both sides.

This means a steep approach on one 3ide, with a gentle and

easier one on the other side. Mountain boundaries, therefore,

are rarely by nature impartial. They offer the people on

one side accessibility, while they offer nothing but a

relentless barrier to those on the other. The favored slope

has the strategic advantage of a swift and sudden descent

beyond the summit down the opposite side.

The great highland wall f ^om the Bay of Biscay to the

Black Sea effectively cuts off the mass of the continent

of Europe from the culture of the Mediterranean lands, un

account of this wall, Central Europe came late into the

foreground of hist&ry. The barrier nature of these mountains

depends upon their height and structure, whether they are

massive, unbroken walls, or whether they have many low



.



passes in them. The Pyrenees and the Caucasus, owing to

the scarcity and great height of their passes, have always

been serious barriers. The Pyrenees divide Spain from

France more sharply than the Alps divide Italy from France,

and owing to their character, they form the best and most

definite natural boundary in Europe, The Alps have an

astonishing number of excellent passes fairly well dis-

tributed, while such a narrow, compact system as the Western

Alps can be crossed by only a single pass. Mountains

which spread out on a broad base into a series of parallel

chains, and through which no transverse, long valleys offer

ready transit, form serious barriers to every phase of

intercourse. The lofty boundary wall of the Pyrenees, a

folded mountain system of sharp ranges and difficult passes,

has successfully separated Spain from continental Europe.

It has given the Iberian Peninsula, in its long history,

closer relations with Africa than with its neighbor France.

It thus .lustifies the French saying that " Beyond the
6 .

Pyrenees begins Africa ”

Mountains also tend to emphasize the inner unity of

basins because they accentuate their isolation from

without. These mountains, by the segregating power of their

6. Ripley, Races of Europe, P.272





ridges and ranges, produce small independent communities
7.

and protect them.

Thus it is seen that mountains have been regarded as

natural boundaries by people and are very often used.

Some of the many European mountain boundaries are the

Pyrenees between France and Spain, the Alps between France

and Italy, the Bohemian Mountains between the Czechoslovakian

state of Bohemia and the German state of Bavaria, and

almost the whole extent of the northern and eastern boun-

daries of Czechoslovakia are formed by the crests of the

Erz, Sudetes, and northern Carpathian Mountains.

We may now consider rivers more ’ specifically in our

study of natural boundaries. The effectiveness of each

river as a boundary must be considered in the light of

the physical factors of the surrounding country, and the

political, economic, and cultural needs of the people on

either side. Rivers have always been called poor boundaries

7. Most of the above material on mountains as boundaries

follows the discussion of these in Miss Semple’s chapter

on "Mountain Barriers and their Passes ” in her book

Influences of Geographic Environment , Chapter 15,

Pages 521 - 554
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and because of their uniting power this is true. Really

only mountains and sea3 divide peoples sharply enough to

be called boundaries - truly effective ones. But in spite

of the disadvantages of a river boundary, rivers are often

used as boundaries. Rivers beoome effective boundaries

only when some physiographic feature makes the stream an

obstacle to communication, otherwise the stream may be a

political line of demarcation and fix the political frontier,

but expanding people will tend to occupy both slopes of

the river valley.

The lower Danube Fiver is a well maintained boundary

between Bulgaria and Rumania. The entire length of it is

used to form the boundary between these two areas. It is

a fairly good boundary because of the natural difficulties

it puts in the way of communication between its two

opposite banks. This is the result of a long stretch of

low and marshy bank on the north side - often flooded,

strewn with swamps and lakes, and generally unfit for

settlement, only at a few places along it are villages

possible so that it is a rather effective barrier. It Is,

however, a great national highway, so every state wants

to front upon it and secure it as a boundary. Because of

this fact the Danube's history has been one of changing

political frontiers despite its broad and boggy type,

treacherous to cross.
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Rivers serve well for political boundaries. They are

undeniably convenient lines of demarcation and also strategic

lines of defense. As early as Roman times rivers such as tho

Rhine and Danube , as well as many other streams were used

In this connection. If a boundary is established early

enough along a river, before there is much of a population,

the river may be a better boundary than would be possible

if it were established later because it tends to result

in the partial segregation of people on the opposite banks.

The people as they enter the region are aware of the diff-

erentiation already present and tend to see that it

continues. The broad and sluggish Shannon River has swsnpy

borders and is almost like a lake in some places so that

this river was esibly used in the separation of the ancient

territories of Connaught and Leinster in Ireland.

The location of the boundary line is always a problem

where a river is concerned,, whether it shall be located

in the center of the navigable channel or along one of the

banks. The center of the channel tends to shift its bed

in every level stretch of its course, so that a political

boundary that follows a river is doomed to frequent surveys.

Also rivers tend to erode their banks so that a state may

lose much land over a period of years if it has a river

as one of its boundaries. For these reasons neither location

is entirely satisfactory. If a stream is small, neither





the center or one of the banks is used as a boundary, but

the tahole is considered in this regard. If it is large one

bank may be used. Thus the left bank of the phine was fixed

as the boundary between Germany and Alsace in the Treaty

of Versailles.

Rivers In the condition of old age make boundaries

complicated because they tend to shift their channels, and

this is the reason why few great rivers serve as boundaries

in their lower courses. Another reason is that the valleys

on both sides tend to be smilar in soil and relief and give

a unity to life in any one portion of the course. The same

is true of valleys where no rivers are present, though

there are some instances where these are used in Europe.

Lines to mark off racial groups are much more likely to

cross rivers than to parallel them. Examples of this fact

are found along the Elbe ^iver which passes through

Czechoslovakian territory in its upper course and through

German territory in Its lower course. Another good example

is the Rhine River. Swiss are along the headwaters of this

great river, French and German along its middle course,

and the Dutch on its delta. There is also a great difference

in the lives of the people in the lower valley of a river,

and those in the upper hills. The valleys are very different

in type, and different types of people tend to settle in

these two regions. The lower valley people live by



.



agriculture, generally speaking, while those of the upper

river regions live by forestry and mining. For this reason

one political unit tends to occupy the lower river region,

while the hill people have a separate government. This fact

shows up in the study of the rivers of Europe today.

A new way of treating rivers which has arisen lately

is to '’Internationalize’' them. This means that the doctrine

of the Freedom of the Seas is sometimes extended to include
8 .

rivers. Some of the great rivers of Europe have been

internationalized to open the waters to international

commerce, without taking away the political rights of the

country through which the stream flows. The Rhine Fiver is

one of the most important rivers d>f this type. It rises in

Switzerland, flows between France and Germany, then in

Germany alone, and finally through the Netherlands. It is

open to the trade of all nations despite the fact that it

flows through so many different political units. The Danube

Fiver is also internationalized, and so is the Elbe. The

latter gives Czechoslovakia access to the sea. Bulgaria

has gained an outlet to the Mediterranean through the

internationalizing of the Maritsa River which flows south

from Bulgaria through Turkish and Greek territory to the

8. Peattie, New College Geography, P.369
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Aegean Sea. One important river which is not used in this

way is the Rhone - and this is not internationalized because

it is of no particular importance to the Swiss, hut all-

important to the French through whose territory it flows

for most if its course.

Thus rivers are used as boundaries wherever possible,

though they may not be ideal. Their many faults work

against their effectiveness, but despite these many dis-

admantages, rivers are very often used as political

boundaries

.

Watershed boundaries may now be considered in our

discussion of natural boundaries. A watershed is a water-

parting or divide at the meeting line of two diverging

slopes, and such a line marks off the valley of a river,
9.

viewed in its largest sense, from those of its neighbors.

Watershed boundaries are growing in use at the present time.

The watershed may nat be a high division, but it is never-

theless effective. The people ora one side find that all

their products must go down one river, while those on the

other side use the other river system. In this way two

groups lose contact with ui*6 another, if they ever had any,

and grow to be more closely associated with the people of

9. Mill, The International Geography, P.50
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thdriver where n.cst of their trading and work is carried on.

In many places where no other natural feature appears for

convenient use as a boundary, the watershed is used. Part

of the political boundary of northeastern France is along

the watershed of uhe Vosges Mountains. This is an effective

and a useful boundary, a good example of this type.

A swamp is still another consideration in the study

of boundaries. Swamps are really more effective than rivers

because they give more protection. They are neither solid

land nor navigable water, and their sluggish, passive surface

raises an obstacle of pure inertia to the movements of

mankind. For this reason they separate people and form

natural boundaries. In northern Germany the low cross valleys

of the Spree, Havel, and Metze Fivers were long serious

obstacles to communication because they were bordered by

alder swamps. Therefore they became boundaries of districts,

^ust as the Boufctanger Moor drew the dividing line between
10 .

Holland and Hanover.

10. The Moor colonies have now carried away great

stretches of its uppe.i* surface of peat and brought the

under surface into cultivation. This Moor used to be a good

desert - a wide natural borderland between East juk. Aest

Friesland though their countries were much alike, but this

has ceased to be true. Partsch, Central Europe , P.297
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A swamp is first used as a boundary zone, a waste

zone. The effectiveness of this area as a boundary is

due to the sparseness of its population as well as to the

barrier character of its surface. As people begin to in-

habit the swamp, a boundary line becomes necessary. This

line is usually established at one edge of the swamp , as

determined by the direction of the migration of people

into it - the whole area of the swamp being included in the

state whose people begin to occupy it in great numbers.

The far margin of the swamp thus serves a s the boundary

between the state whose people occupy the marsh land and

the neighboring state on the other side of the swamp.

Swamps are used a great deal for boundaries, though

possibly their usefulness is diminishing. Swamps are,

however, dividing lines with good natural ability of

segregating people.

Forests are sometimes used as boundaries, though to

be truly effective they are usually associated with some

other natural feature which is a barrier. Forests, the

same as swamps, have the boundary line established at one

or other of the two margins of their areas. The boundary

line is in the middle of the forest boundary zone only

when a mountain range is present here. In this case, the

crest of the mountain range is iksed as the convenient

boundary line. Forests did form many early political
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boundaries. Several of the early Saxon kingdoms in Britain

were effectively separated from one another by forested

and swampy areas. At the present time the Weald, meaning

"woods", separates Sussex from Kent. As used with other

natural features such as mountain ranges, forests attain

their greatest importance in Europe. Many mountain ranges

here are known as forests rather than ranges because the

tree covering is so import nt to human activities. Thus

we have the Bohemian Forest and the Black Forest used as

boundaries in Europe.

Plains are a type of natural province, and the

boundaries around them are usually natural ones. Individual

plains frequently constitute these geographical provinces,

for the monotony of their surface features may create

regions within each of which the circumstances for life

are practically uniform. Plains are not always historical

units for various reasons. First among these is the fact

that tribes settle here and establish tribal governments

which break up the unity of the whole. Also plains are

apt to have a wide range of latitude, and subsequently

have an equally great range of climate which causes

diversity. A last reason is that different nations on the

borders of the plains conquer the plains little by little

until they may each own part of what should be a unified

whole. Plains do, however, tend toward historical unity,
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and the greatest example of this Is found in Russia.

Starting from a small central nucleus the people and the

government have spread over the plain to establish their

boundaries as far toward the edge of the plain as possible,

and sometimes have even progressed beyond the fjlain as in

the Caucasus Mountains.

Thus various natural features have often served coun-

tries as boundaries or parts of boundary lines. The

Pyrenees Mountains are high and continuous for hundreds

of miles and so form an excellent natural boundary between

Prance and Spain though they may be transversed at either

end. Rivers are also used as boundaries between countries,

but they are not ideal political boundaries. Lakes, too,

sometimes make good boundaries, and also seas. The Baltic

Sea separates Germany and Sweden, while the Noth Sea and

the English Channel have long kept England away from the

continental nations of Europe. Disputed and unsatisfactory

political boundaries are sources of international problems

today, and may even cause wars. The Polish Corridor between

the Free City of Danzig and Germany is one of the danger

spots of Europe, because by this strip of Polish land

East Prussia is seoarated from the rest of Germany. Rut

it gives Poland an outlet to the Baltic, and no one with

a geographical point of view would think that Poland
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ought not to have that outlet.

The boundaries next to be considered are Artificial

ones. These are lines surveyed by man, possessing neither

width, thickness, nor visibility. Artificial boundaries

have been present to a greater or lesser extent for a

long time, but they are gr/fowing in importance today. These

will possibly become the most used of all political

boundaries

.

The earliest Artificial boundaries were the outlines

of land owned by clans. People settle in one area and

claim the land which they live on and work. They have no

regard for particular features in this, although detailed

study might point out the influence of physical features

even in this regard. Lines become established in this way,

and once established are defended, or expanded when

possible. These lines are maintained through inheritance,

and the ones on the borders of states become State or even

National Boundaries after a time. These are more effective

when they coincide with linguistic or even racial divisions.

On the wBiole, however, this type of an artificial boundary

is uneven, a broken line, artificial in the truest sense

of the word - a leftover of the past.

11. Huntington & Carlson, Geographic Basis of Society, P.525
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Lines of latitude and longitude are easier to determine

as boundary lines, though they are hard to maintain except

where population is very scarce. These are the simplest

boundaries next to oceans, and tend to be used in newer

countries where boundaries are determined before population

becomes dense. In Europe lines of latitude and longitude

are not used much because the population is too dense and

too complex. This means that such a boundary would divide

people of common interests and break lines 6f communication.

With lines of latitude and longitude, because they are

partially dependent on them, should be included Surveyor's

Lines. These are mathematical lines drawn between two

points. These straight lines are convenient forms of

boundaries, but they are usually only used for relatively

short distances. They are the same in principle as lines

of latitude and longitude and the same obiections hold

for them. The one place in Europe where this type is easily

possible is the boundary of Finland and Russia north, of

the 68 degree parallel. Here the climate is so adverse

that population is not and probably never will beborae

anywhere nearly dense. Therefore this line is convenient

and useful. These lines are only good in sparsely

populated regions, so that here they are permissible.

Sharp lines of demarcation in peoples are the exceptions

and not the rules. Vide border zones and zones of transition





tend to be present although a sharp line la preferable.

Artificial boundaries make political divisions simple, but

Europe is complex politically and probably will remain so

because it is do divided now that any change would bring

serious objections by the people along the line involved.

It may be seen by this discussion that any boundary

seems to have some disadvantages as well as advantages.

The most common boundary in the future may become the

mathematical line, but the most effective boundary now

is an ocean or sea, with mountains coming second in

importance

.

The ideal of a perfect boundary has been set up, and

this was formulated by Ugilvie during the negotiations
12 .

and Treaties at the end of the World War. He said

that a good frontier should*

1. Include in each state the maximum number

of its own nationals and the minimum number of other

nationalities

.

2. Respect local conditions and sentiments

as far as possible by not disturbing existing administration

boundaries

.

12. Ogilvle, Some Aspects of Boundary Settlement at the

Peace Conference, P.8
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3. Pay special regard to the convenience of

inhabitants near the frontier on each 3ide, and consider

the local requirements.

4. Follow as far as possible well-defined

natural features.

5. Avoid sharp salients and re-entrants.

6. Afford the best facilities for the economic

life and evolution of each state concerned.

7. Avoid breaking existing lines of communi-

cation - e.g. railways, canals, roads, and rivers.

All this discussion on types of boundaries has

attempted to bring out the advantages of natural boundaries

over artificial ones. A point may be brought in here about

present disregard of physical features as barriers.

Mounta5ns have tunnels through them and roads over them;

rivers have bridges across them; deserts are irrigated

and swamps are drained. Yet, despite all this, physical

features afford the best boundaries available to man.

First in the general importance of boundaries is the

ethnic importance of them, the boundaries of race. This

consideration is apart from the general topic, but is

too important to be excluded entirely from any discussion

of boundaries. Racial boundaries are important, despite
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the stress laid on political importance here, and the

racial lines are as complicated in Europe as the political

divisions. Races in Europe have many subdivisions, and

each of these has types of different physical character-

istic*. A relation exists between the geography of a country

and the character of its people and its institutions .The

physical character of the land may change where the plains

reach the line dividing them from the hills. The national

boundary may run along the crest of the mountains while

the ethnic lines skirt its base where the economic character

of the country changes. Political boundaries may thus be

distinct from racial. Racial boundaries are as important

as cultural, political and linguistic ones, but to do

anything except treat the question generally here would

be confusing. A detailed study through years of history

is needed to understand the divisions, and physical features

enter into the development of racial boundaries as well

as political ones. The boundaries of race are very

transitional in their nature, and instead of growing more

definite as do political boundaries , these tend to become

less definite as time passes. Racial boundaries are

explaines in part by cultural, linguistic, religious, and

political boundaries. The last three are subject to

fluctuation, but it has been shown that the more nearly
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alike in expansion are the ethnic and political frontiers

the greater is the strength and stability of the state.

As a general rule in the past a growing people or race

continually overflow their political boundary and this

is forced to advance to cover the spread, or anticipate

the next one. Political expansion is always a stimulus

to race expansion, and countries try to make their ethnic

boundaries overtake their political frontier. Racial

boundaries are constantly changing by intermingling, and

they are important in any study of a section of the earth

to understand other boundaries.

There is also the cultural importance of boundaries

to be considered. Under this are classed religious,

linguistic, and national boundaries. Linguistic perhaps

ought to be considered as a type by itself, but for

consideration here as a minor point, it may be classed

as a cultural boundary.

Religious boundaries may or may not be very definite

and in Europe the line is indefinite between Protestant

and Catholic faiths in northern and southern Europe, but

fairly definite between the Greek urthodox, and the Roman

Catholic and Protestant in eastern and western Europe,

respectively. These boundaries also fluctuate through

history, especially in times of reformation or the
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establishment of a new sect. The map following this page

shows the religious division of Western and Eastern Eur©pe

tegether with the division in alphabet. Religious boundaries

ate difficult to change because the people become attached

to their faith. This fact helps to cause bitterness when

some nations conquer others of a different religion, because

the subdued always count religion as another fault in their

victorious masters. Religion thus may lead to great

difficulties, and it is very important in the culture of

a people, being one of the important considerations in the

development of nationality.

Linguistic boundaries should also receive the datailed

study which i3 impossible here. Many authors stress the

fact that linguistic and political boundaries tend to

coincide, especially Ripley and Dominian. In fact, Ripley

states that friction results from the divergence of
13.

political from linguistic boundaries. Language does

give good lines for political boundaries whenever these

conform to marked physical features such as mountain systems.

When these two boundaries do coincide, it is usually along

the crest of mountains, or a well-defined watershed, or

along the base of plateaus or elevated districts, very

seldom along rivers. The boundaries of nationality and

13. Ripley, Races of Europe , P.21
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language, when they do coincide, seldom are the same as

racial ones - and political boundaries shift more then

either the racial or linguistic ones.

When linguistic boundaries are political ones they

are of great importance. They then usually conform to

physical features, as mentioned before, and are considered

the best possible lines by the nationalities involved.

Races have little to do with language and nationality

today because nearly all of the great nations of Europe

are made up of various proportions of two and sometimes

ail three of the primary European races. But language

is usually an essential factor in national unity because

national aspirations find their best expression through

a national language. Linguistic boundaries are of

importance as shown on the preceding map which includes

the religious boundary of eastern and western Europe.

This cultural boundary of alphabet is between the Greek

and Cyrillic alphabets of the east and the Latin alphabet

of western Europe. This liguistic boundary, as alphabet

is really a part of language, ha3 helped to keep Russia

separate from the rest of Europe through its history.”

Also where these two lines of culture depart from one

another illustrates the transitional nature of much of the

frontier zone, and gives zones of uncertainty and possibly
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continued unsettled boundaries. These boundaries are not

definite as are political ones, and it is more difficult

to trace them through historic time.

Nationality with its consequent national boundaries

as part of the cultural boundary is still another point

to be considered. Nationality is most clearly expressed

today as social solidarity, the result of many factors.

Foremost among these stand unity of language, a common

heritage of tradition and belief, and the permanent
14.

occupation of a definite territory. Community of

language here does not mean identity of race, for a

nation may have anything but unity of ethnic origin. The

spirit of nationality represents the highest development

of t e idea of self-preservation since its growth may be

traced from the individual to the fsmily, thence to the

tribe, and city, until the formation of the political

state is attained. Nationality reaches perfection when

men comprising a single nation think together toward a

common end. Language naturally becomes an important unifier

here. Nationality does not depend on language alone,

however, for it is founded on geographical unity and
15 .

other fsptora.

14. Ripley, Races of Europe , P.368

15.

Dominian, Frontiers of Language and Nationality, P.315
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The Iberian Peninsula is divided between two nation-

alities, the Spanish and the Portugese, but it really

has but one racial group. The Basques are a subdivision

of the Spanish nationality, and may also be included in

this one group. This area is more homogeneous than any

other equally large area of Europe. Plains, mountains,

and sea 3 have limited European nationalities so that they

are of definite number and extent. The southern peninsula

of Italy Is thus the homeland of one nation, and a single

language is current in it. A nationality may exist without

political unity and independence. If Independence is not

achieved it is "oppressed" or "sublect" or "enslaved", and
16 .

if it is achieved it is a "nation" or a "national state".

A national state is always based on nationality, but a

nationality may exist without a national state. Ajnation-

ality is primarily cultural, and only incidentally political,

while a state Is essentially political.

The political importance of boundaries lies partially

in the fact that the boundaries of states show the growth

and decline of a political area. Political boundaries form

the basis of history for they show the importance of the

different states at every stage through the ages. Political

16. Haye3, Essays on Nationalism, P.5
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frontiers and national ones do colncie in some places.

This is the case in Switzerland - a very firmly knit

nation. Switzerland is comprised of more than one linguistic

group, French being the language of the west, German the

north, and Italian of some of the valleys on the south side

of the Alps - but all the people of this republic are

patriotic Swiss with a very strong national sentiment. Here

the political boundary coincides with the national one, with

great resulting strength. The development of political

boundaries such as these has gone on atid is still going

on at the present time. The World War caused great

changes in the boundaries of Europe as the last ma.lor

change in them, and these changes are causes of vital

problems in every nation. Boundaries were lengthened and

thus zones of friction were increased. People have not

yet begun to look upon these boundaries as ginal limits,

and of course they may not be final.

The Maps of Europe immediately following this page are

one of the earliest maos of Europe, 395 A.D. and a late one

covering the dates 1918-1928 A.D. They show the great

development of the nations, and the increase in the number

and compexity of the political demarcations. They help to

show the great importance of political boundaries, and lead

to the study of particular boundaries in Europe, having

gained a general impression of Europe. The study of
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Boundaries in this thesis is from a Geographical standpoint ,and

historical as well# . Because of the relation of the two, both

are necessary, but the geographical side is the one which is

stressed. Boundaries have been present in Europe since 300 B.C.,

and the following Map Series will show whether boundaries which

continue the longest are natural or not. It is, of course, very

difficult to adeauately cover all the important changes in the

boundaries of the sections of Europe, but t'~e important dates

of change for each division are covered as far as possible.

The first of the preceding maps is an early one of Europe

in 395 a.D. Natural boundaries are U3ed almost entirely here,

with the Danube as the longest single boundary. It may be seen

that this boundary continued, in part, from this time to the

present day - and this is a natural boundary, a river. There

is only a short gap between the Danube and the RhJme which also

serves as a north boundary. The Carpathian Mountains helped to

aid the Danube as an effective boundary in its upper course, so

that the real danger spots on this northern frontier at the eve

of the Barbarian Invasions were the Lower Danube, the Rhine,

end the low eastern shore of Britain and the northern shore of

Gaul. Rivers, as mentioned in the discussion of principles of

boundaries, are not ideal political divisions. This fact is shown

here because though the rivers are used since they make a def-

inite boundary and are easily defended, they are after all

simpler to cross than mountains orlseas evesr in the face of the
1

enemy. Fivers have to be guarded much more carefully by the
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defenders than do mountains, and it is by crossing rivers that

the Barbarians came onto Roman soil and invaded the whole of

Europe. Thus a geographical boundary factor became important

In earliest history.

The second map should be thelast for it is the map of

Europe from 1918-1928, but it is put in here to compare with

the early map of 395 A.D. Natural boundaries are used here to

a great extent, the more important of which are the Pyrenees

Mountains, the Rhine River and Lake Constance, the Alps, the

Danube River, the Vosges Mountains abd the Black Forest, the

Bohemian Forest, the Carpathians, the Scandinavian Alps, and the

Ural Mountains. These will be taken up in more detail in the

study of each particular section with the time when they

appear and the continuity of their use. For the changes of the

Map of Europe since the World War, a discussion wixl come later

which should be used with this Map.

Europe may be divided into several Natural Provinces to
17*

bring out its physical features. The first section to be

considered is the Alpine-Mediterranean Region. This is far

more complicated than any other part of the European Area.

The structure is that of complexly folded mountains extending

in straight lines, as those of the Pyrenees. Central and Easterp

Alps, and Caucasus - or in curves as the Western A£ps and

Northern Apennines, and the Ca^pa hian and the Balkan Ranges.

17 Wright, Geographical Basis of European History is used

in the following discussion for the classification in sections.
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The continuity of these mountain systems is broken in places

only to be resumed beyond an intervening stretch of 3ea or

lowland. The following physical map of Europe will aid in making

this clear.

The secbnd region is that of Northeastern Europe. This is

in direct contrast too the preceding region in landscape, climat^,

and human life - for here is monotony where before there was

diversity. This area extends from the Eastern frontiers of

Germany to the low Ural ridges, and from the Black sea to the

Arctic coast. The only features to break the uniformity of the

plains are the lakes and marshes to the North and Northwest,

the great rivers, and a series of low, generally eastward-

facing escarpments that run across southwestern Russia and

Southern Poland. The Plains <l>f Germany grade almost imperceptibly

into the broader plains of Poland and ^hassia.

The third region is Northwestern Europe, and this may be

divided into three parts: 1. The insular group of Great Britain

and Ireland 2. The Continental mass 3. The Peninsula of

Scandinavia. Shallow seas separate these sections from one another.

These great divisions may be split into the lesser ones of

lowland and massives. The highlands of Norway, Central France,

Vales, and Scotland have always interposed serious obstacles to

communication and have supported sparse populations although

they are merely massives which are usually tracts of hill

country but here assume a rugged and mountainous character.

The Insular group of Great Britain and Ireland have three
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principal massives which lie to the West and North of the plain

of Southeast England: The Cornish-Devonian Massive in the South-

western promontory of England, The Welsh massive which corresponds

to the Peninsula of Wales, and the Scottish Massive oscupying

all of Scotland and even coming into England. The lowlands of

Scotland constitute a rift valley which cuts through the Southern

part of the Scottish Massive, separating the Highland from the

Southern Upland.

The Continental Mass has five principal massives and lesser

uplands which rise above the lowlands from Russia to the Bay of

Biscay. Three of these, the Central Massif of France, the Vosged-

Black Forest Massive, and the Bohemian Massive lie to the south-

separated from the Pyrenees, Alps, and Carpathians by narrow

strips of lowland. The Amorican Massifce is in the Northwestern

corner of France, the Ardennes«*Rhine Massive is north of the

Vosges-Black forest massive, and between this former and the

Bohemian Massive are a group of small uplands in Germany. The

Rhine makes its way through part of the rift valley caused By

the collapse of the central portion of the once continuous

Vosges-Black Forest Massive, and which continues along the

Eastern side of the Ardennes-Rhine Massive.

The Scandinavian Peninsula is one great Massive - the

Northern Massive, tilted upon the West and dissected by streams

and glaciers. From the sea its edge is like a range of lofty

mountains, but east of the crest the surface gradually drops to

the rough land of forests and lakes.
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the rough land of forests and lakes

The lowlands between these massives are not uniform and on

them have arisen the main centers of agriculture and industry,

the capitals of the greatest nations, and the greatest cities.

The first section of Europe to be studied to show the

boundary development is the Balkan peninsula. This is an area

of barren mountains, and these mountains effectively cut off

Greece from overland trade. In this region there are sharp

physical contrasts with wild mountains rising close to fertile

plains. This leads to low produetiveness and to the subdivision

of the country into a number of separate provinces. This

Peninsula has a continental base which is a zone of transition

and this broad and alien north has a very different culture thah

the south and always has had. But though the land in the Balkan

Peninsula did not lead to unity of the people in every way,

still the divisions were not great enough to cause any great

gaps in customs, language, etc. The five maps of this section

show the development of earliest Europe. The History of Europe

begins in the two eastern of the three great southern peninsula

Greece grew to be most dictinctivelu European and influenced

othe r lands. Italy later took its place and held dominion

over the civil! zed world around the Mediterranean. The first

map shows the earliest boundaries ever recorded, and they are

of uncertain date and of no particular significance except as

the first divisions found here. Next come3 Historic Greece

with a complete northern boundary. Changes of boundary meant
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little here because all the city-states were approximately

alike in culture. The Greece of 300 B.C. shows the first presen

boundary entering- the Danube River on the north of Thrace.

This is a natural boundary, easily available for fortification

points against the north. The other main boundary of the Tribal

is of a more arbitrary nature, evidently, and of no practical

geographical significance. After this time Grecian independence

ceased abd it was included in Roman lands until 1526 when it wa

included in the Ottoman Empire. In 1683 the Turks began to lose

ground and this map shows the loss of Turkish Power and the

growth of the Balkan States to 1897. The natural boundary of th

Danube continues, and three other present-day boundaries appear

The one to the west is not a natural one, but to the north and

east of Hungary is a natural one, determined by thepresenceof

t

li

s

o

the Carpathian Mountains. The Dniester River is used as a

boundary of Northern and Eastern Bessarabia - a convenient one.

This is 8 navigable river, tortuous, and deeply cut into the

strata across which it flows. A great many other boundaries are

natural ones here such as those of the Save River for Bosnia,

the Transylvanian Alps for Rumania in the north and west, and tjhe

River Pruth to the north and east. The last map shows radical

changes and the growth of modern Balkan States. The present

limit of the Turkish Empire was established here, bounded on th

west by the Maritza River, and on the north by a line which has

a slight relation to hills present there. The eastern boundary

of Albania is established here, a natural one because of a





valley from a small lake near ukhrida north and west to the

Adriatic. The Carpathians and Danube are still used as boundaries

here with more of the Danube used than before. The Danube Piver

played the mefetimportant part in the development of boundaries

in the Balkan Peninsula with the Carpathians following close

behind. The natural boundaries may be seen as those first turned

to because of ease of fortifica tion, and the ones which continue

Un Map E is shown the important fact of the struggle of a state

for an outlet to the sea by Rumania who took two strips from

^tkssia, and so gained in importance. The World War changed most

of thenBalkan States, wiped out some of them, and created new

ones. This is one of the most complex sections of Europe and

sadly itoeded a few of the changes it received after the World

War. Tt is surprising to note how many times the natural boundary

becomes the final one here. Also the importance of the rivers

and mountains to develop all these countries cannot be over

estimated, because they forced the complexity which is all too

apparent.

The Italian Peninsula is the second section to be consid-

ered, Map Series 3, with 6 maps included. Italy has a long and

important history. Due to the obvious northern boundary, it ear||y

became a national entity, but it did not progress very fast in

internal unity. The isolation and unity is in contrast to its

historical subdivision. The Romans first united this area

politically and then linguistically, and the splitting up began

with the fall of the Empire and this led to the establishment
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of foreign rule over larger ^r smaller areas by the Germans,

Spaniards, French, and Austrians. The Alps haa retarded Roman

expansion into Central Europe, and now facilitated the

resistance Italy to the Germans who tried to claim land

here. From Roman times to the Middle Ages there was no real

unity in Itily. The power of the Pope was the only great

influence of Itily during this time. Two or three important

facts which go against geographical expectation are shown in

the long history pf Italy. The ownership of the lands of Savoy

which seem to belong more to the French than Italians is shown

in Map D & E. Also the independence of Monaco and San Marino

are peculiar twists of geography. Monaco is on the seacoast near

Nice, now an enclave in French territory, while San Marino is on

the east side of Italy, not on the coast, completely surrounded

by Italian yerritory. The loss of a section of land in the

north to Switzerland is also odd, and is due to the fact that

it was given to the Swiss by Italy as a reward for aid, and

because Switzerland always desired a canton in this valley.

This is first shown in Map E. Another peculiar gact in Italian

history is that union of the country started in Sardinia and

not on the mainland. This may have been partly due to

geographical factors because no one of the sections of Italy

wanted unification because of their very sectionalism. The island

of Sardinia was a unit in itself with no possible expansion

except by unification with part of the mainland. The boundary of
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Itfcly was obvious from the very first - the high crest of the

/lips - and as soon asthis became the boundary, it remained so.

The lesser sub-divisions were due a great deal to the separation

of sections by the Apennines and lesser mountains. The chief

division of the Alps has effectually cut off Itajry from Europe

during all history, so it finally became their accepted politic^]

boundary. Changes do occir in the eastern Italian boundary after

the World War, but these only aid in the carrying out of the

principles of natural barriers as boundaries in this section.

It is interesting to note at this point that although the boundary

line is set up at the top of the Mont Blanc Range between Italy

and France, the zonal natur-o of the boundary asserts itself

in the establishment of a tariff-free zone. The custom houses

recede farther and farther from the common political line on the

ridge and drop down the slope to convenient points, leaving

between them a wide neutral tariff zone.

The Iberian peninsula with its boundary development is

taken up in Map Series 4 with 5 maps. JLtoe to the geographical

feature of the Pyrenees, Spain has been from earliest history

more allied with Africa than with Europe. The isolation caused

by the long unbroken wall of the Pyrenees is sufficient to make

Spain almost an island, so completely is its barrier action.

The Pyrenees mountains were used early as boundaries and continu|s

to be so used today. The Douro Riwer was used r j a division of

Romanized Spain and barbarian tribes in Map A, and is now used

as the division of Spain and Portugal. The French territory did
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extend df'Aii to the south of the Pyrenees as shown in Map B, but

this could not remain long because it was in direct opposition

to a geographical fact. Map C show3 the effect of the great

mountain barriers within the Iberian Peninsula by the advance of

the Christian states. The appearance of Portugal with almost all

of its present boundaries ira Map i> shows the definite character

of the physical barriers, un the north is the Minho River fur

some distance, and then the edge of the Pkateau. The Douro Rivei*

is also used and the line of the Central Plateau on the esst*

The extreme southern boundary is established as shown in Map S

where all boundaries are present ones. The explanation of the

apparently unnatural bend in the southern portion is that; a smal

stream flows in here from the plateau so that the boundary curve

t^ follow the higher xana level and includemthe low in Portugese

territory. Andorra sprang up in the parallel fcanges of the

Pyrenees about 1800 as a free and independent republic - but the

peonie really have been independent for a thousand years, shut

off from everyone else by the surrounding mountains. The three

divisions of the lb rian Peninsula into Spain, Portugal, and

/.ndorraa show the most obvious boundaries of any of the present

European States.

The British Isles are an important section in Europe, end

early had a population and boundaries. Geographical factors

had a great deal to do with the settlement ano conquest of all

parts of the British Isles. This area has the most effective

boundaries because it is a naturally defined region. This land

l
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is characterized by exclusion from without through its encircling

barriers, and aiso inclusion within itseif or a certain compact

group or geographic conditions, to whose combined influences

the inhabitants are suojected and from which they cannot readily

escape. Large islands such as these succeed in maintaining a

long independent national existence by supplementing their

area by the anuisition of continentailands. Great Britain has

acauired these lands, and by her size, naval power, and the

true iso lation she enjoys, has become secure in her power.

The islands were early settled, and were under Roman dominion

with the protesting walls - really boundaries - at proper geog-

raphical locations in the north. The divisions of the conauering

tribes, as shown in Map B, were largely determined by the physical

features. Wales early becomes a definite section due to geograph-

ical conditions. The line drawn as a boundary is no imaginary

line, but a distinct height of land forming a watershed through-

out its whole length, except in one small part. This was the

last area to become a part of England, and so long retal ned its

separate and distinct nature. England was Subject to many

invasions during history due to her position, and finally became

a European state, in the eleventh century. Scotland was united

at this time though the confused mountain system made the con-

auest difficult. A point to note in connection with Map l). is

the manner of national defense along the frontier - an exposed

boundary. The state recognized the freedom-loving spirit of this

region and turned it in$o account for the defense, this spirit
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being characteristic of people along boundaries. England was for

a short time part of the continental states - during the

Angevin Empire - but this did not last long. Finally came the

United Kingdom using no chief divisions, but the sub-divisions

were geographical between Wales snd England, and Scotland end

England along the Cheviot Hills and Tweed River. An interesting

boundary is the "Highland Lin®" of Scotland, present in Medieval

Time along the edge of the Grampian mountains. The boundaries

of the British Isles cannot be spoken of today, for there are

none except governmental sub-divisions. The Irish Free State

and Northern Ireland are separate now, and the boundary between

them is dtermined by the edge 6f the property of the old clans

of Ulster, six of which comprise North Ireland, while the other

three are included in the Irish Fr e State. The British Isles !

sre now a political entity as well as a geographical wh61e,as

they should have been from the first.

The Scandinavian Peninsula is a difficult section in which

to cover the development of geographical boundarfes, for early

in its history its boundaries were not carried far north. The

climate on the west is good, while on the east of the mountains

it is rather severe. This is an area which has shown the influx

of a new people between two older ones due to a waste boundary.

The Lapps came into the highland separating Sweden from Norway

as far south as the 62 degree North Latitude line, reinforcing

t^e natural barrier by another barrier of alien race. The Finns

also came in, and onl;f about 30 miles from the seacoest does
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this border zone peopled by intruding foreign stocks cease. It

has always been a wide zone, and in the far north is an unpeople”

waste. The history of this area is that of the frustruui cn of

a great Baltic Empire. Great countries grew and flourished and

united, but the union always ended too soon to accomplish results.

Sweden wua the strongest and conquered land to ~he East: of tne

Gulf of Bothnia only to lose them in successive stages to Russia

in her advance to the northwest. The boundaries earliest estafe

blished were natural ones for the most part, and continuous as

3ub-divisions if not chief divisions. The bpundary, in Map E, of

south Sweden is the Duna River, with the Eastern boundary of

Finland slong the watershed between rivers draining into the

Arctic and those draining into the Baltic Sea. The boundary

between Norway and Sweden Is completely natural and logical here

as well as later. Denmark is geographically part of the

Scandinavian Region, but of much lesser importance, though it at

one time controlled part of the southern tip of Sweden. The

historic greatness of this country depends upon its commend of

the sea channels, and the presence of a neutral power here in

case of War. Boundaries here are natural, and as more natural

lines appear they tend to replace old lines and continue in place

of them.

Central Europe is the section next to be considered. This

Is the ares of Germany, and the development of boundaries here

show the development of boundaries of Pru33ia and Germany. Seven

Maps in Map Series 7 show this development cmcagh the years.
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Germany consists of many- parts - the North German t'lain, the

Central Highlands, the Southwestern Highlands, end the Alpine

Forelands. Two-thirds of her boundaries are land frontiers with

one-third the se8 coast ot, the nbrth. The natural features of

the surface sreved to check, retard, and weaken the expansion

of people and hold them apart here, and so they tend to become

the political boundaries. This fact contributed to the division

of Germany and the Netherlands along the present frontier line

which is drawn the length of the Boutanger Hoor west of the

River Ems for many miles. History began early in this section

of Europe. The original Germany consisted of the valleys of the

Weser, Ems, Rhine, Meuse, Moselle, and Upper Danube Rivers. The

Elbe, Saale, and the Bohemian Forest served as boundaries on the

south and west. East of this a broad border state, or a band of

them, extended as far as the uder, forming the beginning of the

eastern expansion of Germany. The Bohemian Forest is especially

useful as a natural boundary because the thickly forested

condition of the hills makes this difficult to cross. All this

is shown in Map A while Map B with its larger* area uses less

natural barriers, adding only the Vistula River to the previous

borders along geographical lines. The $Holy Roman Empire

diminished in power and fell to fragments after this. T^e Rhine

began to be used as a boundary in the sputh and west of Germany

in the period 1648-1815 covered by Map D. This boundary with

Lake Constance, aided by the Black Forest, was found as early

as 595 as a boundary in the Roman Time. The power of the state
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begsn to grow again under Prussia and the North German Confed-

eration. Several boundaries of note appear in Map E. One is

along the height 6f land above the French lowlands a s the west

border of the Rhenish Prussia and France. A portion of the

Vistula is used here, and on the south of Prussia is a bpundary

near the uder River along the Giant mountains and others. In its

history, after the defeat of Austria, Germany's power was

established and she again became a major force in the politics

of Europe. The boundrries were natural in their final form to

a great extent as shown in Map G. The Rhine is used and the

Black Forest, the Jura Mountains on the south with the Alp3 and

the Bohemian Forest aiding in prevention of communicati on of

people. The Thuringian Forest, Erzgebirge, Giant Mts., and

Sudetes are also used as good natural boundaries because of

height of land and forested conditions. Until the Germans

reached natural boundaries they fought with their neighbors.

The one boundary which has never been a natural one and so has

remained in* an unsettled condition is the eastern one. This

is a section of plains, and the German plains grade gently into

the Russian so that there are no true natural barriers. Therefore

an arbitrary boundary is used, and this is subject to frequent

change, as the history of this section will show. Before the

World War all boundaries were settled, comparatively speaking,

except in tvie Alsace-Lorraine district, and on the south border

of Prussia on Russian territory - later to be Polish land. A

free border state is present here, Liechtenstein,- a small





Independent state as a political survival the same as Andorra

and Luxemburg.

South-West Europe requires only 1 map to show the boundarie

of Switzerland and Austria-Hungsry. The Swiss Confederation was

the result of the unitingof separate mountain states, and this

State has completely natural boundaries with its mountains and

swift flowing streams, with the exception of one canton south

of the Alps mentioned before. The uniting power of a small lake

is shown here by the fact that the four original cantons are

grouped around this Lake, Lucerne , but are separated from one

another except on this lake. Boundaries as first established

continued here, and were natural. Austria-Hungary is a slightly

different auestion with its vast and hetfcribgeneous empire.

Many territories were held, only to be lost as shown on the map

Its geographical position involved it in all the international

con tests of centuries, and it lacked the national basis nec-

essary for political union. After the World War the Empire was

divided into two states of Austria and Hungary, and they were

so geographically determined as to remain unimportant from this

time on.

North-East Europe requires two maps for its historical

development. The boundaries here were included in those of othe]

states previous to about 1667 A.D. Poland was an old country,

reestablished after the World War from land taken from Russia,

Austria and Prussia. It now includes a necessary outlet to the

sea, and stretches from the Carpathians toward the Baltic. A
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great many natural boundaries are apparent in Map A with the

Erzgebirge and the Bohemian Forest used on the west of Austria,

and the Carpathians and the Sudetes on the northeast. The Dniepe:

Riser is also used as the east boundary of Poland for some dis-

tance as another natural boundary, but this is not a present

day division. The swamp land between Livonia and Russia form a

boundary here as they do at the present time, une of the greatest

changes seen in Europe in 130 years takes place here between

Maps A and B. Poland vanished altogether, and an entirely different

division of land has taken place. The mountains are still used

as boundaries here, and the Vistula and Dniester Rivers are

added to the natural geographical divisions used. The countries

found in this area since the World Rar are very different from

those of M^p B. Poland is reestablished as mentioned before,

atjd the thcee republics of Latvia, Lithuania, and Esthonia are

established. These last three were part of the great Russian

Empire, but are really geographical entities because of the land

between, which renders separation easy from Russia. They are low

lying, flat countries, with many marshy tracts and lakes which

are used as boundaries between them and Russia. The trouble

with the use of marshes as boundaries is that they are being

drained ona large scale at the present time. This was discussed

previously. Naturally this takes away their Advantages as natural

barriers, and may bring problems in the future.

France is a country of natural boundaries throughout at the

present time. It is really in two parts: 1. The triangle which
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projects to the west and northwest, and is surrounded by the

sea, 8nd 2. The larger Eastern part which, except for the

Mediterranean coast, is surrounded by a semicircle of raountains-

the Pyrenees in the south, the Alps , Jura, and Vosges in the

east, the ^hine Highlands and the Ardenne$ in the northeast.

The history of this country starts with definite boundaries in

Roman time, but goes on to more confuted feudal boundaries Is ter

The early development was difficult because of the unnatural

factor of English ownership of some French land until the

fourteenth century. The Pyrenees mountains have always been

important to France as the division from Spain, and the Rhine

River was also used at an early date as seen on Map A. France

consisted essentially of the valleys of the Somme, Seine, Loire,

Garonne, and Rhone. The Meuse and Moselle valleys were part of

German lands through the Middle Ages, and the early division

between France and Burgundy were the Cervennes as shown in Map E

Map C shows the farthest extension of English power in France,

the borderline being mostly determined by the difference in

level of lowland and upland, not mountains, but giving enough

difficulty to prevent further advance of English iijto French

territory. Map D shows France at the beginning of her power,

and most boundaries are not natural features but extent of old

states. A few natural ones are present as the Pyrenees, and the

watershed dividing the Rhine and Rhone tributaries on the north

of Burgundy. After this time real centralization came to France,

and great extension of power with Napoleon. French boundaries
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changed fast in these times and were not lasting because they

were not natural - the Empire was too divided geographically

as well asin other ways* From Napoleon's fall on, France lost

in power, went back to earlier natural boundaries, and now is

a country of wholly natural boundaries.

In this area should be included a description of Belgium,

The Netherlands, and Luxemburg. Belgium became independent in

1830, and hes land frontiers on all sides of it except where it

is bordered by the sea on the north. This is an artificial

political unit, and rather inclined to be unstable. The

Netherlands, on the other hand, is a stable unit. Its independen

came in 1648 and it owes its integrity to its location at the

mouths of the Scheldt, Meuse, and Rhine Rivers. Western Europe

demands that such an important artery as the Rhine be held by

a power too weak to ever tie it up - and the same is true for

Rumania at the mouth of the Danube. Luxembourg is the remainder

of a formerly great state of that name. It has no natural

boundaries except in the east by the Moselle River, and its

separate existence is due to the convenience or having a neutral

area between powerful neighbors, and it was neutralized thus in

1867. These areas are in the same geeographical area as France,

and also have been important to a greater or lesser extent in

French Ristory.

Russia and Finland comprise the last great division of

Europe to be studied. European Russia is a continuation of the

Central European plain - an immense mass of dry land which

ce
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stretches from the Baltic Sea and the Arctic Ocean to the

Black Sea an^ the Caspian Sea. In the west there are no sharp

boundaries dividing Russia from western Europe, and in the East

the Ural Mountains form an arbitrary frontier line between

European and Asiatic Russia. The two cardinal facts of Russia

are that it is an immense and a continental country. It was slo?

to develop and to become powerful. When development did start

externally, however, it went with amazing rapidity due to the

lack of real barriers for geographic boundaries. The physical

features of Russia are in broed zones, one merging into the

next. The v hite ^ssians occupy the central-western area on

the border of Poland, and are distinct from the Russians as

a whole. They occupy a poor and marshy region of uncertain watei

shed, and are an isolated people. Finland Is included in this

general area, a land sprinkled with lakes, lagoons, and marshes

The lakes form such a labyrinth as to make it impossible to trs

the watersheds separating the drainage afceas. The zone of

separation is freauently a tract of almost level marsh. The

boundaries of Finland, due to this condition , are very irreguli

but follow the watershed wherever possible. The very northeast

boundary from the 68 degree parallel north to the Waranger

Fiord is a surveyor’s line. The boundless horizon which was

unfavorable to the people here at first, later gave them the

pov.-er to master large areas. Political expansion is the dominan

characteristic of the peoples of the plains. This is shown by
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the eafly handicapped and retarded Russian Lowland states which

tended to stretch out and out to boundaries which depended more

on the reach of central authority than upon physical features

until the far-away barriers were reached. Prom the medieval

nucleus in the neighborhood of Moscow the Russians pushed out

in all directions. The westward expansion was the greatest early

in the history of Russia, and Map C shows the progressive e x-

tension of boundaries. Esthonia and Livonia were gained at the

time of Peter the Great, the greater part of Poland, with

Lithuania ahd Courland, in the late eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries, and Finland in 1809 . These conauered people were

restless under the Russians, whom they regarded as alien op-

pressors. Availing themselves of the first opportunity, which

came with the Russian Revolution of 1917 , they threw off the

Muscovite yoke and established themselves as independent nation!

Poland, Lithuania, Latvia (Livonia and Courland), Esthonia,

and Finland. It is a fact that all the lands that ha broken a\

from Russia lie, broadly speaking, west, cf the great cultural
18.

frontier. Russian boundaries during most of histdry have

not been stationary, but now ere becoming so. The one feature

which seems peculiar is that the Caucasus Mountains ere include*

in Russian territory, rather than being the boundary of it.

This is true because of the presence of isrble passes permitting

the Russians to conauer the region beyond the Caucasus Mountain.!

18. See previous Map, P.29
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The conditions of boundaries has of course changes with

the World War and in later years. The change of the Map of

Europe due to the Wofrld War was very far reaching, and possibly

ought to be mentioned in detail. France annexed Alsace-Lorraine,

while Belgium gained small areas from Germany. Denmark gained

back part of Schleswig. Italy annexed some area on her northern

frontier, and later incorporated Piume. Rumania expanded, gaining

Transylvailia from Austria-Hungary and Bessarabia from Russia.

Greece greatly extended her boundaries, but could not hold her

gains, and so gave up some in 1923. Germany lost area to Prance

and Belgium, and on her eastern frontier yielded territory to

Poland, one of the new nations. East Prussia became separated

from Germany proper by a broad strip of Polish territory, ceded

because of ethnic and economic considerations. Austria- Hungary

was completely wiped out as a dual monarchy, and became two

small nations so geographically determined as to be incapable d>f

regaining any of their former importance. Bulgaria lost territory

to Greece and the new nation of Yugoslavia. Russia lost

considerable territory through the secession of Finland, Esthoni

Latvia, Lithuania, and part of Roland. For a time ther existed

in the Caucasus region independent republics, but these later

became merged in the Soviet Union, uf the new nations, recon-

stituted Poland was the most important. Her territory was aouired

from Germany, Russia, and Austria-Hungary. The Baltic republics

of Finland , E3thonla , Latvia , and Lithuania were all detached

from Russia. This separation has had the effect of cutting off





Russia from access to the Baltic except at the Gulf of Finland,

Czechosl ovakia was entirely within the former kingdom of Austria

Hungary. Yugoslavia is bfcilt on the foundations of the former

kingdoms of Serbia and Montenegro with additions from Austria-

Hungary and Bulgaria. These changes give us the present day

condition shown on Map 12, Europe 1918-1928, and the boundaries

have a surprisingly marked relation to physical features on the

whole

.

This study of the development of European boundaries

attempts to show' that geography is important in history.

When natural boundaries are reached by t state, the state tends

to cease growing externally and turn to internal development.

Nations rise and fall in power through the years and those

refining the longest are the ones with the most effective

geographical boundaries making them naturally defined regions.

To summarize the whole Thesis, my object has been to discus

the principles of boundaries and show specific examples - then

turning to their development in the continent of Europe. First

was given the definition of a boundary with its subdivisions of

natural and artificial. Then the historical development of boun-

daries was discussed showing the progress from zone to mathe-

matical line, with its relation to people and larger groups. The

coincidence of national and political frontiers was brought out

as important but not always the actual case. Types of boundaries

were described including all the natural boundaries and also th<

:

artificial ones. The importance of boundaries was discussed,
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Including racial, linguistic, religious, and nati onal as well

as Political, - and the Maps were used to aid in this. The conti

nent of Europe was studied after the preceding general discussion,

with the physieal features of Europe as a whole explained. Then

the sectional study followed with short explanations about

the maps of each section which showed the historical development

of the boundaries. An attempt was made to show that it is the

natural boundaries which are based on physical features that

tend to last, while the artificial boundaries are more easily

destroyed and unsatisfactory except in sparsely pipulated

regions. This whole study brought out the relation of Geography

to History through all time, and showed the great importance

in the world of Boundaries.
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Appendix 1.

The States of Europe.

States Map Series

Albania 2.

Andorra 4.

Austria - 8 .

Belgium 10.

British Isles 5.

Bulgaria k 2.

Czechoslovakia 2.

Danzig 9.

Denmark 6 .

Esthonia 9.

Finland 11 .

France 10.

Germany 7 .

Greece — 2.

Hungary 8 .

Ireland. Northern - 5 .

Irish Free State -- 5 .

Italy 3 .

Latvia — 9 .

Liechtenstein 7 .

Lithuania 9 .

Luxem burg — 10.

Netherlands 10.

Norway 6 .

Poland 9.

Portugal 4.

Rumania 2.

San Marino 3.

Spain 4.

Sweden 6 .

Switzerland 8 .

Turkey 2.

Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics—11.

Vatican City 3.

Yugoslavia 2.

Monaco 3
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Appendix 2.

Danzig ,

This was constituted as a free city by the Treaty of Versall

and Is under the protection of the League of Nations. It stands

on the delta of the Vistula River.

es

Vatican City .

This is the temporal realm of the hope as an independent

sovereign, under the treaty *f 1929. This is the smallest

independent state in the world, and probably the smallest in

history.

Danzig Hammond, New Home & Office Atlas ,F. 11

Vatican City -- " *' F . 31





Appendix rt

Important Treaties of Europe.

843 - Verdun

1360* Bretignv

1648* - Westphalia

1748-

1772
>

—-- Aix-La-Chapelle

1793 * partitions of Poland

1795;

1807- Tilsit

1814- First Treaty of Paris

1814-1815 Congress of Vienna

1815— -- Second Treaty of Paris

1839--- -- Treaty of London

1856--- --Treaty of Paris ( Crimean War)

1859---— Zurich

1864--- -- Vienna

1866—

-

— Prague

1871--- -- Frankfort

1878---— Congress of Berlin

1878—

-

--San Stefano

1879---— Du8l Alliance

1882--- -- Triple Alliance

1885--- -- Berlin Act

1898— -- Paris( Spa nlsh & American War)

1904---— Anglo-French Convention
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Appendix 3(cont.)

1905 London

1907 The Hague
1912

Lausanne
1913

-- London

1915— -— Bucarest

1915-- Secret Treaty of London

1916 Sykes-Picot Agreement

1918-

-- Brest-Litovsk
*

1919-

— Versailles

1919 St. Germaln-en-Laye

1919

Neuilly

1920~»=-- Trianon

1920-

' Sevres

1920

Tripartite Agreement

1920--'— Allied Powers

1920 Riga

1920--= Rapaiio

1920 Franco-British Agreement
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